
DTP-Math-Circle: Session 1—Counting

Sept 02 2022

1 Standing in lines, winning competitions...

1. You are standing in a line in your school assembly with two of your friends.
How many different places in the line can you stand? And how many
different lines can you form?

How does this work if two more friends join, so that there are now five of
you?

Can you generalize this to your whole class standing in line? How many
different places can you stand? And how many different ways can the
whole class stand in line?

2. Now your teacher has chosen five of your friends - three girls and two boys
- to form a choir group. One day, they have to stand in a straight line
on stage during Morning Assembly and sing a welcome song on stage for
the visiting School Inspector. The teacher would like the boys and girls to
alternate when they form this line and start singing. How many different
ways can your friends stand?

If there is a larger choir group, with 71 girls and 70 boys, and again they
alternate boys and girls when they stand in a line to give a concert, how
many different arrangements are possible?

3. In a school debate competition, there are only five students competing,
and the school will give out one gold, one silver and one bronze medal after
ranking their performance. How many different medal award outcomes are
possible?

Now, in the school athletics competition there are 10 competitors. In how
many ways could the medals be awarded in this competition?

Can you generalize this to a an essay competition in which the whole school
has to compulsorily participate? How many different medal outcomes are
possible?

In the school final exam, a merit list of students who are ranked 1st up to
10th is formed. How many different merit lists are possible?
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2 Arranging books, picking teams, walking to
work...

1. There are five books to be lined up on a shelf. But two of them are identical
copies of the same edition of the same book. How many different-looking
arrangements can be made on the shelf?

What if there are ten books on a shelf, of which three are identical editions
of the same book?

There are now two identical copies each of five different books. How many
visually-different arrangements can be made on the shelf?

2. There are six friends, two of them get to be on the quiz team. In how
many ways can the team be chosen?

The next day, it turns out that there is a carrom competition and four
of them can be on the carrom team. How many ways can the team be
chosen?

Compare the answers? Can you see what’s going on?

3. A man works in a building located seven blocks east and eight blocks north
of his home. (See the figure below.) Thus in walking to work each day he
goes fifteen blocks. All the streets in the rectangular pattern are available
to him for walking. In how many different ways can he go from home to
work, walking only fifteen blocks?

Can you see how this connects with the question of arranging books on a
shelf?
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Figure 1: Walking to work in a city

4. There is a piece of graph paper with a 4× 4 arrangement of squares on it.
If you want to pick one rectangle and shade it, how many different choices
do you have? Of these, how many are actually squares?
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Can you see how this connects to the other questions you’ve solved? Can
you then generalize to larger pieces of graph paper, or a standard chess
board?

5. Mr and Mrs Zeta want to give their baby a first and a middle name so that
the monogram on the baby’s crib (first initial, middle initial, last name
initial) will be in alphabetical order with no letters repeated. How many
such monograms are possible.

3 Tossing coins, rolling dice, giving chocolates

1. You toss a coin five times. How many different sequences of heads and
tails can you get?

At a party, there are seven different colored balloons and three children
wanting to play with them. How many different ways can these balloons
be given to the three children?

Do you see how these questions are similar? Can you give a generalization?

2. You toss a coin hundred times and record the sequence of heads and tails
you get. How many different sequences are possible? Out of all these
sequences, how many have exactly fifty heads and fifty tails?

3. At a party for little children, there are ten identical chocolates to be given
to three children. How many ways can they be given if it is possible that
some child gets none?

Now what if you want to ensure that each child gets at least one?

4 How often do you get a six?

Samuel Pepys, a contemporary of the great Isaac Newton, wrote letters to New-
ton asking him these questions, which Newton answered using the methods of
counting you have discovered.

You roll a dice six times and record the sequence of numbers you get. How
many different sequences are possible? Of these, how many sequences will have
at least one six in them? What fraction is that?

Now ask the same question for rolling a dice 12 times. How many different
sequences? And how many of these will have at least two six in them? What
fraction is that? Which one is a bigger fraction?

Finally same question for rolling 18 times. How many different sequences.
And how many of these will have at least three six in them?

5 Draw for elimination tournament

There is a inter-school cricket tournament in which 8 schools are participating.
The teams are very different in their relative abilities, and the best team always
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defeats all the other teams, and the second best team always defeats all teams
except the best. The format for the tournament is as follows: In first round,
teams are paired up in some way and four matches are played. Next, the four
winners are paired up and two matches are played. This leaves two teams, one
of which will be the winner and the other the runner up after the final match.
How many different ways are there of arranging the pairings to conduct the
whole tournament? Out of these, in how many ways will the second best team
emerge as the runner up?

Can you think of a way of generalizing this to a tournament with 2m teams?

6 Moving stacks

A
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Figure 2: Moving a stack of boxes from A to C.

This requires a prop: Students should bring four stackable coins or disks of
different sizes that can be stacked to form a tapering tower.

Moving a stack of boxes: I have one stack of 3 boxes in a tight space, (See
Fig. 2) where I can accommodate three such stacks near each other. Call these
spaces A, B and C. Suppose the stack is originally in the space A, and I want
to move it to space C using B as a temporary space, making sure that a smaller
box never appears under a larger box. Someone claims this can be done 7 steps.
Is this possible? Is six possible?

What if the number of boxes is 4? What do you think is the smallest number
of steps?
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If I now have a stack of N boxes, can you estimate the minimum number of
moves needed to shift the stack from A to C?

7 A spider getting dressed!

A spider has one sock and one shoe assigned specifically to each of its eight legs.
In how many different orders can a spider put on its socks and shoes, assuming
that, on each leg the sock must be put on before the shoe.

8 Ordered tuples with constraint

Find the number of ordered quadruples (x1, x2, x3, x4) of positive odd integers
that satisfy x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 98
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